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Fiddlers four

T

he latest batch of historic violin
CDs is dominated, at least for this
listener, by two performances of
Beethoven’s Concerto – one live, the other
made under studio conditions – featuring
that most noble of fiddlers Adolf Busch, with
his brother Fritz conducting. Busch, like his
slightly older Polish-born contemporary
Bronisπaw Huberman, infused the Concerto
with vitality and a sense of creative daring.
Both players sported lightning trills, flinty
detached notes and unique brands of
portamento. Both were profoundly rigorous
in their overall approach and were expressive
without having to rely on excessive
sweetness. The featured recordings are with
the Philharmonic-Symphony Orchestra of
New York, the live option from February 8,
1942, its studio successor from the following
day. The live version is definitely the more
impressive of the two, with Fritz and his
orchestra more securely in the frame and
Adolf making the most of his own acrobatic
cadenzas. Also on the first CD, a superb
Egmont Overture with the Los Angeles PO
(weighty, dramatic, ardent) and a sensitively
judged 1949 Chicago SO version of the
First Symphony previously released by
the orchestra itself. Aside from the studio
Concerto recording, the second CD features
Fritz Busch conducting the Fifth Symphony
at Carnegie Hall in December 1950 (with a
missing section replaced by a Philharmonic
recording under Bruno Walter from the
previous February), a solid performance, the
highlight of which is its warmly expressed
second movement. The set closes with an
ancient (acoustic) Württemberg recording
of the Eroica’s Scherzo, more a collector’s
rarity than musically valuable.
Beethoven Concerto comparisons with
Christian Ferras are very much of our own
time, certainly in comparison with Busch,
being fleshier, more honeyed in tone, more
seductive, less the classical orator than was
Busch. Melo Classic has recently curated
two admirable Ferras double-packs, one
chronicling performances with pianist
Pierre Barbizet, opening with an account
of Debussy’s Sonata (1951) that is far more
playfully seductive than the version this
duo recorded for Warner Classics some
years later. Also included, two Mozart

sonatas (K454 and 305), sonatas by Fauré
(No 1) and Franck, Milhaud’s Le boeuf sur
le toit and a whole host of shorter pieces.
As to the Beethoven Concerto, most
listeners will know Ferras’s rendering
primarily through his sleek 1967
DG recording with the BPO under
Karajan (though there are others), the
first movement there broadly paced at
25'54", the overall approach refined,
lean and aimiably expressed. Turn to
Ferras in 1954 with the Stuttgart RSO
under Hans Müller-Kray and you enter
a different world, the tone riper, the
overall approach livelier and more robust.
Similar observations re Karajan and
earlier Ferras recordings on Melo Classic
apply to concertos by Brahms (NDR SO/
Schmidt-Isserstedt) and Tchaikovsky
(Stuttgart RSO/Müller-Kray), where
tempos are again swifter than they later
became, Ferras’s approach more candidly
emotional, though the sweet-centered
Karajan-led Tchaikovsky performance
remains a classic of its kind. In the case of
Prokofiev’s First Concerto (HR Symphony
Orchestra/Dean Dixon), only an Italian
YouTube performance (which I haven’t
managed to hear) beckons for a Ferras
comparison but Melo’s production relates a
typically sincere performance that suits the
fairy-tale aspect of this remarkable piece.
Dixon’s conducting fits the bill well but
faces a powerful rival from the same label
featuring the Italian violinist Pina Carmirelli,
best known as a chamber-music player,
who although less the virtuoso than Ferras
captures Prokofiev’s fantastical, sardonic
world without sacrificing any of its magic.
In this she is aided and abetted by excellent
stereo sound (1967) and by the SWR SO
under Ernest Bour, who liberate more
detail from the score than virtually any of
their rivals, past or present, commercially
recorded or otherwise. Hardly a bar goes
by without yielding some or other salient
detail that you’ve never noticed before.
The coupling for Carmirelli’s Prokofiev
is a Beromünster Brahms Concerto from
1963 (mono) under Erich Schmid, who
cues a secure opening tutti leading to a less
than remarkable first entry by Carmirelli,
though things improve dramatically. By the

time she reaches Joachim’s cadenza and an
outstandingly memorable slow movement,
things have improved dramatically.
Doremi has recently launched a valuable
‘Isaac Stern Live’ edition, which now
stretches to three double-packs. For me the
most valuable is Vol 2, principally because
it includes an intensely communicative if
occasionally rough-edged account of Bach’s
G minor Solo Sonata (1953) – music Stern
never took into the studio. The same set
also includes a stunning performance (with
pianist Alexander Zakin) of Vieuxtemps’s
Fourth Violin Concerto – another Stern
‘first’ on disc, as far as I’m aware – with its
dazzling Scherzo, a credible calling card
for Stern the virtuoso. Among other works
is Mozart’s Sonata K305 with Leonard
Bernstein (1966), one of the finest chamber
performances involving the celebrated
composer-conductor-pianist I have ever
heard, and Bartók’s Second Concerto
with the Concertgebouw Orchestra under
Bernard Haitink, more thoughtful and
detailed than its Bernstein-led New York
predecessor for Sony Classical.
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can only be rekindled through recordings.
Faultless transfers from Ward Marston and
authoritative annotation from Tully Potter.
THE RECORDING
The Complete Recordings,
Vol 10 Fritz Kreisler
Naxos B 8 111411

A rival for Barère

Fritz Kreisler: playing of an age long gone

P H O T O G R A P H Y: T H E T U L LY P O T T E R C O L L E C T I O N

Kreisler’s tonal magic

Before commenting in brief on the latest
volume of Naxos’s ‘Fritz Kreisler: The
Complete Recordings’, I ought to draw
grateful attention to a total disc timing of
86'08", which, even by today’s increasingly
generous standards, represents quite a
bargain. Kreisler in the late 1920s (the
period covered by these Victor recordings),
with pianist Carl Lamson, drew from his
bow a sound that for warmth, vibrancy
and elegance would brook no comparison,
and don’t forget that this was an age when
numerous great violinists were regularly
treading the boards. The first track, Dance
of the Marionette (Winternitz), will surely
be enough to win you over, its disarming
wit and glowing tone as unique now as
it was then. Next to arrive, the Larghetto
from Dvo∑ák’s G major Violin Sonatina,
arranged by Kreisler as an ‘Indian Lament’,
the first of two similar takes recorded on
the same day. There are two versions of
Ravel’s Vocalise-étude en forme de habanera,
Kreisler’s first entry more tremulous on
the second take than on the first. And for
a prime sampling of that golden tone with
fulsome double-stops, try any of the three
featured versions of Heuberger’s ‘Midnight
Bells’, not to mention ‘Londonderry Air’ –
manna from heaven for me, even if other
more health-conscious souls shake their
heads at such abundant calories. Plenty
more, too, some items represented in
duplicate or triplicate but all leaving the
indelible impression of an age long gone
that harboured a level of tonal magic that
gramophone.co.uk

Years ago, exposure to a temple-swelling
1930s recording of Liszt’s Rhapsodie
espagnole by the Russian pianist Simon
Barère (now available on APR) left me
lost for words, as it did most others who
heard it. Then, a few weeks ago, Melo
Classic’s CD of Poldi Mildner’s 1955-59
German piano recitals landed on my mat,
and that same Rhapsodie caught fire again,
just as it had done all those years ago in
Barère’s hands. Here is a pianist to reckon
with and make no mistake; the reckless,
wild temperament, the dynamism, tonal
power, dazzling finger velocity and overall
virtuosity beyond measure, all dispatched
at such amazing speeds, even though,
inevitably given such breathless abandon,
there’s the occasional stumble. True,
there are very good studio (Telefunken)
recordings by Mildner of concerted works
by Strauss, Mendelssohn, Liszt and Weber
(you can sample them on Spotify and
Apple Music) but none approaches these
recital items for brilliance and burning
intensity. Returning to Liszt, Mildner
playing the Sonata has already been
released (MC1022), regarding which the
noted critic Gary Lemco wrote: ‘Rarely has
Liszt’s exalted chiaroscuro, his Manichean
vision, found an acolyte of such fire.’
I’d concur without question. Here we
also have his Tarantella di bravura, and
there’s the way Mildner ambles through
Franck’s Prélude, choral et fugue like a
spontaneous improvisation, her bittersweet
charm and fearsome rhythmic drive in
Poulenc’s rarely heard Suite Napoli and
her energetic wrestling with Rosenthal’s
exuberant Carnaval de Vienne. Pieces by
Smetana, Scriabin and especially Prokofiev
(she raises the roof with his ‘Suggestion
diabolique’) will have you goggle-eyed.
The recital ends with Mildner’s colourconscious and interestingly idiosyncratic
way with Debussy’s first set of Images,
shifting hues made manifest, and thus her
immense versatility is confirmed in just
under 80 minutes. So why don’t we know
more about this great artist and teacher
(a Schnabel pupil, by the way, who also
sought guidance from Rachmaninov),

someone who had played under the likes
of Furtwängler, Celibidache, Toscanini,
Monteux and Bruno Walter? Michael
Waiblinger’s informative booklet notes hint
at some possible (non-musical) answers.
All I can say is that, having treated us to
two such magnificent tasters, maybe Melo
Classic could search out other Mildner
tapes. The sound is perfectly acceptable.
THE RECORDING
Piano Recitals in Germany
1955-1959 Poldi Mildner
Melo Classic M MC1055

Majestic Mengelberg

Pristine Classical’s final collection of
Willem Mengelberg’s Concertgebouw
recordings for Columbia, superbly
transferred by Mark Obert-Thorn,
includes a number of go-to items that will
explain the legend in full. Two versions
of the Tannhäuser Overture meld majesty
and visceral excitement, though it’s the
astonishingly well-recorded 1932 version –
where the horns thrillingly proclaim
contrapuntal support towards the close
of the piece – that makes the biggest
impact. Works by Brahms are equally
exceptional, the luminous flexibility of the
Academic Festival Overture (such distinctive,
aristocratic brass) and a Third Symphony
(including its first-movement exposition
repeat) where the middle movements sit in
contrast not only with themselves but with
the sheer might of the music that surrounds
them. Two Adagiettos are fascinating in that
Mahler’s (Fifth Symphony) is given possibly
its swiftest-ever recorded performance,
while Bizet’s (L’arlésienne) receives one of its
slowest. Both work wonderfully well. And
there’s Poet and Peasant, the cello solo near
the start so beautifully played, the dramatic
main body of the piece forceful and well
drilled. Grieg’s Elegiac Melodies exhibit the
exceptional quality of the Concertgebouw
strings and the only thumbs down, viewed
overall, is for Ravel’s Boléro, which, in spite
of a thrilling peroration, is marred by an
unsteady pulse and, as with Toscanini’s
1939 broadcast, a tendency to expressively
bend the melody line rather than keep the
rhythm consistent. Interesting, maybe,
but expendable.
THE RECORDING
Columbia Concertgebouw
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Pristine Classical M b PASC616
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